
Host AGM_John says:
Prologue: The Hayden remains on orbit around the Etinad home world. About 12 hours have passed since the body of the councilman was transported to the ship and the subsequent delay of the council vote. XO Mathews and Cns. Kent spent the night on the planet in order to learn more about Sesom the self proclaimed Haissem. What they have discovered is thatabout 6 months ago he appeared among the first tribe. After staying with them for about 1 month the council met in order to select a new leader to replace the one who had mysteriously died. The following day Sesom revealed himself to them as the Haissem.
He proved his veracity by demonstrating the prerequisite signs and was accepted by the council. Since then he has mysteriously appeared on one home world after another. At each world he has spent three weeks to a month before a council meeting is called.
Always, the day after the meeting, he has proven himself by demonstrating the individual tribal signs which are kept in a sealed vault and brought out only for the sacred ceremony before a council meeting.


Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>

Ops_Gregg says:
::on bridge @ console::

TAC_Derek says:
::Sitting at helm::

CE_Susman says:
:: Going to sickbay ::

CMO_Cole says:
::in sickbay running over reports::

Sesom says:
::folds arms in deep thought, serene::

SO_Triton says:
::stirring from unconsciousness in Holodeck 1::

CTOValrek says:
::on the bridge working on the warp signature::

CSO_Gol says:
::on the bridge::

Host XOmathews says:
::pacing on planet::@

MO_Linard says:
::enters Sickbay and readies herself for the morning tests::

CNS_Kent says:
@::on Etinad::

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  Good morning Dr.

CE_Susman (voydooropening.wav)

CE_Susman says:
:: Enters Sickbay :: CMO: Hi Doc. I'm here.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Outside the council building a huge crowd has gathered. There is little noise but the atmosphere is charged with telepathic messages. Suddenly all is quiet and a lone figure can be seem climbing the steps before the building. The crowd gives off a collective murmur ~~~~~~~~~~Sesom!!!!~~~~~~~~~~

CSO_Gol says:
Valrek: Have you been able to make a definitive decision on what type of warp signature you're picking up?

SO_Triton says:
::taps badge::*sickbay*: hello someone I need help in holodeck 1 please come......::lapses back into unconscious state::

MO_Linard says:
::smiles warmly at Cole:: Cole: Good morning Doctor....how are you?

CMO_Cole says:
CEO:  Dario, good to see you.  Linard: Dr. why don't you run the good engineer through his paces..

Sesom says:
ALL; My Beloved People, welcome on this blessed day

CMO_Cole says:
Linard: Fine thank you.

CTOValrek says:
CSO: Just about got it

CMO_Cole says:
*SO* On my way.

MO_Linard says:
::hears transmission::...Cole: Triton is in the holodeck

CE_Susman says:
:: waits for his physical :: Cole: Doc, Can you hurry up? I need to be at the Bridge soon. Would you mind?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: As he reaches the top of the steps Sesom turns and begins making a series of  hand gestures. After a pause a brilliant halo surrounds him, and his head is transformed into a lion which emits an incredibly loud roar. As the halo dissipates Sesom looks over the crowd, many of whom are holding their heads in pain, and walks into the crowd.

CMO_Cole says:
::grabs medikit and runs out of sickbay and into turbolift,:: TL:  holodeck 1.

MO_Linard says:
Susman: Here for your physical?

Host XOmathews says:
@::scans with tricorder::

CMO_Cole says:
::exits turbolift and walks into holodeck::

CE_Susman says:
Linard: Yes! Are you going to make me it?

CMO_Cole says:
Computer:  Pause program.

SO_Triton says:
::stirs again regaining consciousness...barely::

CMO_Cole says:
::walks over to Triton, scans him with tricorder::

TAC_Derek says:
::Leans forwards and adjusts the orbit a tad::

CMO_Cole says:
Triton:  Now what have you done here?...

CNS_Kent says:
@::watches carefully::Austin: does the tricorder show anything?

MO_Linard says:
::smiles:: Susman: yes..now just follow me to this bed and lie down.

CMO_Cole says:
:: looks at tricorder ::

CE_Susman says:
:: moves to the biobed :: Ok.. 

Sesom says:
::walks down into the crowd::

Host XOmathews says:
@Anna: Nope, nothing

Sesom says:
::reaching to touch the people, and hold the children::

CMO_Cole says:
::notices hairline fracture in Zaldivar’s collarbone::

CMO_Cole says:
No-one:  hmmmmmm....

CMO_Cole says:
::administers 10cc Toradol for the pain..::
MO_Linard says:
::Sets up scanner for Susman::

CTOValrek says:
CSO: The warp signature has degraded since we started, but I am 98% sure that it was Dominion

SO_Triton says:
CMO: was just playing some skell ball....

CMO_Cole says:
::examines Zaldivar’s head... hmmm

Sesom says:
All: my beloved brothers and sisters, we are united in a holy cause of spirit and fire

Host XOmathews says:
@::scans Sesom::

CMO_Cole says:
SO:  ::tisk tisks::

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Understood, and keep a lookout for any new ships enter this sector.

CMO_Cole says:
So:  Do you think you can walk to sickbay or should I call for a stretcher?

CTOValrek says:
CSO: Aye

Sesom says:
All: Remember, righteousness is a cleansing fire, mandated by heaven to sweep away the unclean

MO_Linard says:
:: runs scanner over Susman:: Susman: how have you been feeling?

SO_Triton says:
::smiles weakly:: CMO: I might make it ::stands slowly leaning on CMO::

CMO_Cole says:
::helps the SO out of the holodeck and into the TL::

CTOValrek says:
::adjusts LRS to detect Dominion style signatures::

CMO_Cole says:
TL:  Sickbay.

SO_Triton says:
CMO: oh man Heather is gonna kill me....

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: I just picked up power surges sir but not coming from the planet

Host AGM_John says:
Action: crowd begins glancing at the Federation officers
CE_Susman says:
Linard: Better that those days under the EPS. Do you remember?

Sesom says:
::moves about the crowd, touching the elderly and holding the children::

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Where are they coming from?

Host XOmathews says:
@::raises an eyebrow::

CMO_Cole says:
::arrives in sickbay with Zaldivar::

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:How is it going over there?

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Just fine...and you?

CNS_Kent says:
@::notices the looks::

MO_Linard says:
Susman: how could I forget?...

Sesom says:
All:  Our spirit is a pure fire, holy and bright, these foreigners are......the unclean, not chosen

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Feels great to unlocked agin

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: scans show inconclusive at this time

CMO_Cole says:
SO:  Just take a lie down over here ::helps Zaldivar onto a biobed::

CE_Susman says:
Linard: What's the matter then?

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Keep me informed.

Host XOmathews says:
@*Gol* Be ready for an emergency beam out

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: aye sir

CSO_Gol says:
*XO* Understood.

SO_Triton says:
CMO: sure mom, whatever you say...but can I play with Alex...
MO_Linard says:
Susman: nothing...just the usual exhaustion I'm reading.....overworking again I see..::smiles::

CTOValrek says:
::keeps eyes locked on sensor readings::

Sesom says:
ALL: I say unto thee my brothers and sisters, we must be as one, we are the pure

Host Native says:
Action: crowd begins to murmur...Unclean...unclean...

CMO_Cole says:
::runs tricorder over shoulder:: SO: Of course you can ::gives Zaldivar an odd look:: Just need to take a little nap that’s all

CSO_Gol says:
*TrnsChief* Lock onto the AT, be prepared for emergency beam out.

Ops_Gregg says:
::starts scanning around the planet::

Host XOmathews says:
*Gol* Can you scan the area around me, tell me if there are any Dominion life signs

MO_Linard says:
::looks at Triton laying on Biobed and sadly shakes her head::

CMO_Cole says:
:: runs instrument over collarbone to repair fracture..::

CNS_Kent says:
@::listens:: Austin: with the scans not showing anything, could he be ... ::hears the murmurs::

Sesom says:
All: The way to righteousness must be paved with the blood of the unholy

CSO_Gol says:
*XO* One moment.

SO_Triton says:
::tries to get up:: CMO: ok bye now ::falls flat on back::

CMO_Cole says:
:: catches SO::

CSO_Gol says:
TAC: Scan the area surround the AT, are there any Dominion life signs?

CMO_Cole says:
:: places SO firmly on biobed::

MO_Linard says:
Susman: Ok looks good there...now for a few samples

CE_Susman says:
Linard: Really? I don't feel it. I have used to feel worse

CMO_Cole says:
:: straps him into biobed::

TAC_Derek says:
CSO:on it::Checks it out::

Sesom says:
BEHOLD and FEAR:  ::Fire glows from his eyes as the Angel of Death::

CTOValrek says:
::scans the planet below:: TAC: I'll get that.

Host XOmathews says:
@::takes Anna's hand:: Anna: I don't like this

CNS_Kent says:
@::notices the growing agitation::

TAC_Derek says:
CSO:Scans are inconclusive

CMO_Cole says:
:: gives Triton a mild sedative to keep him in sleepy-ville::

MO_Linard says:
::chuckles:: Susman: you'll live....

Host Native says:
Action: light from Sesom's eyes blinds several natives

SO_Triton says:
::rests passively as tranquilizer takes effect, slight drool::

CE_Susman says:
hmmmm.. I hope so

CSO_Gol says:
*XO* Sir, I believe the scanners are being jammed, the results are always inconclusive.

MO_Linard says:
::extracts fluid samples from Susman's arm::

CTOValrek says:
CSO: Scans show nothing Dominion at the time....I am still watching out for any ships

CNS_Kent says:
@Austin:  I don't either, the mood is changing quickly.

CMO_Cole says:
:: runs instrument over tritons skull to relieve the pressure from the concussion::

Sesom says:
All:  It is written that the Fire will purify the Holy

Host XOmathews says:
@Anna: We can leave anytime you want to

CMO_Cole says:
Triton:  Your going to have a little nappy nappy now... see you in the morning..

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: sir, picking up another power surge from the same location

Host XOmathews says:
@Sesom: Fire?

CNS_Kent says:
@Austin:  We need to gather as much information as we can...

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Where is the location?

CMO_Cole says:
::attaches monitoring device to tritons forehead, calls a nurse over to keep an eye on him::

CTOValrek says:
::looks over to OPS::

TAC_Derek says:
::Sit's back down at Helm sighing::

MO_Linard says:
::places sample vials on tray nearby::........

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: standby sir, trying to locate the source

Ops_Gregg says:
::pushing a few buttons, tries to scan the location of the power surges::

CMO_Cole says:
::walks away toward Susman and his physical ::  Linard, Susman:  How's everything going over here?

Sesom says:
::turns full of zeal, pointing to the Federation officer:: Seize the Foreigners, the evil ones!!!!!!!!

Host XOmathews says:
*Gol* Beam out!

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: can not locate the source sir

Host Native says:
Action: the crowd begins to surge and surround the AT

CTOValrek says:
::lowers shields::

CSO_Gol says:
*XO* Understood

MO_Linard says:
Cole: yes Doctor. We're just about done

CE_Susman says:
:: Sees Cole :: Cole:  I think better

CSO_Gol says:
*TrnsChief* Beam Out.

Sesom says:
All: rush them grasp them

TAC_Derek says:
::Preps to pull out ASAP::

CE_Susman (beam_out.wav)

CMO_Cole says:
Linard, Susman:  Good, glad to hear it.

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Did we get them?

CTOValrek says:
::raises shields::

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: yes sir, they’re aboard

Sesom says:
ALL:  For too long hath we waited in darkness, now the light's mandate is upon us, rise up and be heard!!

MO_Linard says:
::does a final scan:: Susman: There you are Lt....all done!....

CE_Susman says:
Linard: Good. When will you tell me the results?

Host XOmathews says:
::heads to bridge::

CMO_Cole says:
::wanders back over to Triton, checks readings and watches them stabilize....::  Self:  Good, seems much better.

CTOValrek says:
OPS: do you have that location of the power source?

TAC_Derek says:
Gol:Should I set a course out here?

Host Native says:
Action: the Etinad ships begin to power up

CNS_Kent says:
::follows Austin to the bridge::

MO_Linard says:
Susman: I can let you know this afternoon...but I don't see anything  wrong to the moment.....

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: can not determine the location of the source sir

Host XOmathews says:
::enters bridge::

CMO_Cole says:
:: wakes Triton up counteracting the sedative...::

CTOValrek says:
XO: Etinad ships are powering up

CE_Susman says:
Linard: Thank you.... Doc :: Smiles ::

MO_Linard says:
::smiles at Susman::

TAC_Derek says:
XO:May I get us outa here sir?

MO_Linard says:
Susman: you're free to go....

SO_Triton says:
CMO: huh Cole? are you the new linemauler? ::looks around::

CMO_Cole says:
Triton ::softly:: Wake up Lt... Time to rise and shine....

CTOValrek says:
XO: They are powered up, but not moving yet

Host XOmathews says:
CTO,OPS,TO: I need a volunteer to get close enough to Sesom to test if he is Dominion

Sesom says:
::wanders through the crowd::

CE_Susman says:
Linard: Ok. Cole&Linard: See you later :: heads out Sickbay ::

CNS_Kent says:
::enters bridge::

SO_Triton says:
CMO: oh wait...I’m in sickbay what happened?
CMO_Cole says:
Susman:  See you Lt.

TAC_Derek says:
XO:I will

CE_Susman (voydooropening.wav)

Sesom says:
::lost in the multitudes::

CE_Susman says:
:: heads to the next TL :: 

CMO_Cole says:
SO:  Well you had an accident on the holodeck.... care to tell me what happened? You had a small fracture in your collarbone and a nasty concussion.

MO_Linard says:
Triton: another holo suite mishap no doubt

CE_Susman says:
TL: Deck 11 Section 4

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
Derek: You need to get close enough to take a blood sample

MO_Linard says:
::takes samples to lab for further examination::

CMO_Cole says:
So:  how are you feeling?  ::concerned::

TAC_Derek says:
XO:Oh O.K. sir.And beam out to get it back no prob

SO_Triton says:
MO&CMO: well I was playing a game of Skell ball and the smasher was coming at me....oh he must have hit me with the cross bar...

Sesom says:
All: They have come to pillage our world for resources and corrupt our pure culture, if you see them , seize them

CMO_Cole says:
SO:  Why didn't the safety's prevent your injury?  ::suspicious::

MO_Linard says:
::thinks:: cross bar....::doesn't like the sound of it

SO_Triton says:
CMO: I’m feeling 100% doc you did a fine job once again....thanks ::ignores safety question::

CTOValrek says:
::keeps one eye on the Etinad ships::

MO_Linard says:
Cole: he disengaged the safety parameters

Host XOmathews says:
Derek: Ok, We'll maintain a constant transporter lock

CNS_Kent says:
::listens with interest, steps up to Valrek, whisper:: CTO: Do you think he's ready for this?

CMO_Cole says:
SO:  Um huh..... ::senses deception:: Now try again.... keeping in mind I can read your mind this time.

Sesom says:
::walks up to a summit to speak with his people::

CTOValrek says:
CNS ::whispers:: I think so...I hope so.

Host XOmathews says:
Derek: I suggest a disguise

TAC_Derek says:
XO:You will get tat sample I am that kinda guy what did they call'em a suicide squad.O.K.

EO_Hebert says:
:: hears alarm in his quarters going off like crazy... ::

CNS_Kent says:
::nods::

CE_Susman says:
:: reaches Engineering :: 

SO_Triton says:
::thinks of a few vulgar things::CMO: I got hurt because I turned off the safety parameters, sir.

Sesom says:
All: Here in this sacred place of our ancestors, we gather to pray and grow in numbers as the heavens

CE_Susman *Bridge*: Valrek: Any better? (voycom.wav)

CMO_Cole says:
SO:  That’s what I thought....  You are released back to duty Lt.  But Lt. Gol will be informed of your disregard for your own safety. Dismissed.

Host Native says:
All:Amen..Amen

Host XOmathews says:
Derek: Go down to sickbay, get the blood tube and disguise and move in

MO_Linard says:
::looks sharply at Triton hearing his thoughts..lets out a small gasp::....

CTOValrek says:
Susman: We got a reading at about 98%....Dominion

Sesom says:
All:  The time has come, for us to take our rightful place

CMO_Cole says:
::is really really unimpressed ::

EO_Hebert *Susman* Sir, I am on my way to Eng.  my chronometer is broke, I think... (Voycom.wav)

TAC_Derek says:
XO:On the way

TAC_Derek says:
::Runs out::

SO_Triton says:
CMO: thank you sir. I’ll be reporting to the bridge now...

CMO_Cole says:
SO:  very well...  ::walks into office::

EO_Hebert says:
:: gets dressed in uniform and rushes out to the TL ::

CE_Susman says:
*Valrek*: Seems we found something, eh? Another thing to take care from here? :: Hears Hebert comm :: Hebert: Hurry up, please

SO_Triton says:
MO: um hi....::looks fairly embarrassed::

TAC_Derek says:
::Get's into sickbay::CMO:I need a blood tube and now

Sesom says:
All: only in Unity can we drive the infidels out, in a glorious Jihad of blood and righteous fire

CTOValrek says:
*Susman*: yes and I am on it

Host Native says:
ALL: Blood and Fire!!!!

EO_Hebert *Susman* Yes, Chief.  I am on my way...
Computer: Main Engineering. (Turbolift.wav)

MO_Linard says:
::looks up at Triton:: Triton: hello...playing with fire again Lt.?

Sesom says:
ALL: BLOOD and FIRE: a Baptism

CMO_Cole says:
TAC:  Very well Derek, here you are :: hands him a extractor:: Anything further?

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Scanners were inconclusive but there seemed to be some Klingon signature in the trail as well.

SO_Triton says:
MO: more like boulder hurling volcanic eruptions.....

Sesom says:
All:  IT is WRITTEN

TAC_Derek says:
Cole:Only if you have a good place for me to get a disguise for this planet

Host Native says:
ALL: all praise to the Haissem!!!!

EO_Hebert says:
:: enters ENG. and looks for Chief Susman ::

MO_Linard says:
::grins:: Triton: that seems a bit more like it......::shakes her head at him and sighs:: what am I going to do with you?

CMO_Cole says:
Tac:  Hmmmmm, try the quartermaster... or a replicator.... and get some civilian clothes..

Sesom says:
::raise hands outstretched:: MY PEOPLE

TAC_Derek says:
CMO:Never mind ::Runs out::

CE_Susman says:
:: Sees Hebert :: Are you ok?

SO_Triton says:
MO: meet me later...

CNS_Kent says:
XO: I'm going to check on Derek's disguise.

Host XOmathews says:
CNS: Understood

EO_Hebert says:
Susman:  Yes, Sir.  Chronometer just woke me... sorry I am late...

CNS_Kent says:
*Derek* : meet me in TR1

MO_Linard says:
Triton:....is that an invitation?

CNS_Kent says:
::walks to T/L enters:: TL: TR1

TAC_Derek says:
Computer: Civilian clothing for planet the planet we are orbiting

CMO_Cole says:
::walks back into office and closes partition.

CTOValrek says:
::readies the shields for transporting::

EO_Hebert says:
Susman:  Where should I start today, sir?

SO_Triton says:
MO: absolutely...but I have duty shift now ::touches Kathleen cheek and exits sickbay::

CSO_Gol says:
::running extensive scans on planet::

CMO_Cole says:
*Gol*  Dr. Cole to Lt. Gol:  I need to speak to you about one of your officers when this crisis has past.

TAC_Derek says:
::Heads to transporters::

CNS_Kent says:
::exits the lift and walks to the TR, waits for Derek::

Sesom says:
Crowd: let there be a circle around me and no one enter, I must stand alone now

MO_Linard says:
::shakes head again and returns to her testing::

SO_Triton says:
::enters TL ask for bridge::

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Check the sensor systems and tell me how's that

CSO_Gol says:
Cole: Understood, how about 2000 hrs.?

Host Native says:
Action: the crowd gathers around the summit leaving a clearing for Sesom

CMO_Cole says:
*Gol*:  Very well.  Cole out.  ::closes channel::

TAC_Derek says:
::Steps on transporter waiting to transport::

EO_Hebert says:
Susman:  Aye.
:: Walks over to Damage Control System Panel ::

CNS_Kent says:
::sees Derek::

Sesom says:
ALL: If someone enters the circle, they are an unbeliever

Host XOmathews says:
*Derek* godspeed

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  Good luck

Ops_Gregg locks co-ordinates just outside the summit..energizing (Transporter.wav)

CTOValrek says:
::hopes Derek will fit in enough to not be noticed::

TAC_Derek says:
*Kent*:Yes ma'am

CTOValrek says:
:shields go down for just a moment while Derek is transported::

SO_Triton says:
::exits TL:: XO: reporting for duty sir, shall I man the helm again?

Host XOmathews says:
SO: Yes

Sesom says:
::stops and closes his eyes::

Sesom says:
ALL: As I knew, the evil has come

Sesom says:
ALL: Maintain the circle it must not be broken

TAC_Derek says:
::Waits for Susan::

TAC_Derek says:
<Kent>

SO_Triton says:
XO: aye sir. ::sits at helm, and checks near space for ships and celestial phenomena::

EO_Hebert says:
:: Looks over SRS & LRS to check for any malfunctions... ::
Susman:  Sir, no problems with the sensors systems...

Host Native says:
Action: as soon as he appears the people "sense" that he is not one of them and  Derek is pummeled by people in the crowd

CNS_Kent says:
::exits the TR, returns to the bridge::

TAC_Derek says:
::While waiting strips uniform of all identifying marks::

Sesom says:
ALL: Seize him and bring him to me!!!!!!!!

Sesom says:
::raises furious hands::

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Ok. Level 4 Diag on those systems. Add Weapons and Propulsion systems

Host Native says:
Action crowd begins pulling Derrick towards Sesom

CNS_Kent says:
:: is worried about Derek::

EO_Hebert says:
Susman, Yes, Sir.

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Scanners show that the group is converging on Derek.

Host XOmathews says:
*Derek* Status?

Sesom says:
ALL: Take his objects from him!!!!!!!!!

CNS_Kent says:
::enters bridge::

MO_Linard says:
::senses something is terribly wrong on the planet::

EO_Hebert says:
:: Initiates Level 4 diag. on the SRS, LRS, Weapons Systems, and Propulsion system. ::
CMO_Cole says:
::has a sense of something.... evil.... happening on the planet::

MO_Linard says:
*Linard to bridge*....Derek is in big trouble sir!

Host Native says:
Action Derrick is unconscious

Sesom says:
All: He shall be the first in our river of blood

CMO_Cole says:
::hears Linard's comment::  *Bridge* I agree..

Host Native says:
Action: crowd raises Derrick over their heads and begins carrying him towards a cliff

Host XOmathews says:
*Derek* Status?

CSO_Gol says:
CSO_Gol says:
XO: Scanners show that the group is converging on Derek.

Sesom says:
ALL: bring his objects to me!!!!!!!

CTOValrek says:
::links shields to transporter once again::

CNS_Kent says:
::hears Linard's message::XO: maybe we should beam him back

MO_Linard says:
Bridge: you have to get him out of there now!!!

SO_Triton says:
XO:Sir what are we doing about Derek!!!

Ops_Gregg ::still having a lock on Derek ,energizing:: (Transporter.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
Gol: Beam him out

TAC_Derek says:
@[Mathews]:No

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Aye sir. ::initiates beam out::

Sesom says:
All: gather around again my beloved people

CSO_Gol says:
XO: We have him, sir.

Host XOmathews says:
Bridge crew: Ok passive didn't work, let's try active

CSO_Gol says:
XO: I beamed him directly to sickbay.

Host Native says:
Action crowd closes around Sesom and he can no longer be seen

SO_Triton says:
::regains composure, continues scanning near space::

CMO_Cole says:
::watches Derek materialize in sickbay::

EO_Hebert says:
Susman: All checks complete and normal... You want me to run a check on the ship's chronometer?

MO_Linard says:
::runs to Derek's body and runs emergency scans::

CMO_Cole says:
:: runs over and helps him up onto a biobed::

TAC_Derek says:
::Feels pain all over::

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Sorry about the late notice Doc., but I had to get Derek out fast.

Host Native says:
Action: Etinad ships power up weapons and leave orbit and begin closing on the Hayden

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  What do we have doctor?

MO_Linard says:
::helps get him on the biobed::

CMO_Cole says:
*CSO*  Understood. Medical Out.

CSO_Gol says:
::begins scan of ships.

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: I'll check it now. Computer: Check clock with Fed Beacon

CE_Susman (accept.wav)

SO_Triton says:
XO: sir Etinad ships are closing with us

MO_Linard says:
Cole: He's badly beaten up.....internal bleeding....concussion

Host XOmathews says:
SO: understood

CTOValrek says:
XO: they are powering up weapons

CTOValrek says:
::checks shields ....at full::

Sesom says:
ALL: I must retreat to the Holy Mountain to Pray, I will return again with signs

Host XOmathews says:
CSO: Would it be possible to beam a blood sample from Sesom from here?

MO_Linard says:
Cole:..I'm reading three fractured ribs too

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Sir, scans show that they have equal fire power to us, however, we are more maneuverable and better shielded.

Host XOmathews says:
Ops: Red alert

CMO_Cole says:
:: watches readout..:: All:  Alright people.  I want full life support and 20cc of Adnel to keep him asleep were going to open him up.

Host Native says:
Action: ship fire

SO_Triton says:
::initiating evasive maneuver parameters::

CE_Susman (redalert.wav)

Ops_Gregg aye sir (Alert.wav)

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Not if their shields are up.

Host Native (All Weapons FIRE.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: Return fire

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  Do you know how to do a trauma repair?  If so your on Dr.

Sesom says:
::heads to Holy Mountain::
CTOValrek says:
::targets ships with phaser arrays::

CSO_Gol says:
XO: ...or ours for that matter.

CTOValrek says:
::fires::

CE_Susman says:
Engineering staff: Ok. Red Alert! All to stations!!!

TAC_Derek says:
::Things start to flash in his mind the sessions, Tenubula, Valrek and everything else he has seen in his life::

Host XOmathews  (Pulse Phasers.wav)

SO_Triton says:
XO: evasive maneuvers?

Host XOmathews says:
SO: long ago

EO_Hebert says:
Susman:  Aye, Sir.

CE_Susman says:
*Bridge*: What is going on?

EO_Hebert says:
:: runs to duty station ::

CTOValrek says:
::continues firing::

MO_Linard says:
::nods:; Cole: aye Doctor

SO_Triton says:
::starts attack pattern Mathews alpha-2::

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  Good, Ill assist... take your time..

EO_Hebert says:
Susman:  Shields took very minor damage...

CE_Susman says:
Computer: Bridge Status to panel #4

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: and what are you waiting for?

MO_Linard says:
Cole: is he under anaesthetic?
Host XOmathews says:
SO: take us into the atmosphere

CTOValrek says:
::checks shield status::

CMO_Cole says:
Nurse:  Keep him unconscious.  And monitor his life signs... I want full life support and monitoring... ::activates Life support:: Linard:  Alright, you have 30 minutes before brain death.... Open him up.

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Sir I suggest hitting them with everything we have, no diplomacy, the Learsi are a very warlike race and are more likely to respect us if we show force.

SO_Triton says:
::descends into Atmosphere::

EO_Hebert says:
:: runs to power distribution monitors ::

TAC_Derek says:
::Hears this and try's to scream but can't move::

MO_Linard says:
::opens Derek's chest cave and begins drawing out excess blood::

Host XOmathews says:
CSO: Get a lock on Sesom

CE_Susman says:
*OPS*: I'm reading a secondary mission going on. Could you tell them to cut off that thing?

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Aye sir.

Host Native says:
Action the 3 ship attack furiously trying to prevent the Hayden from entering the atmosphere

CSO_Gol says:
::locks onto Sesom::

CMO_Cole says:
*CE*  Sickbay is under emergency surgery.... Keep us powered Lt.!

CSO_Gol says:
::transporter lock disappears::

Host Native (All Weapons FIRE.wav)

MO_Linard says:
::cleans up internal damage and begins to close up internal wounds::

SO_Triton says:
::evasive maneuvers to lower Hayden further::

CNS_Kent says:
XO:  the CSO is right.

Host XOmathews says:
SO: Get us in and hover over Sesom's position

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Unable to locate Sesom, sir.

CTOValrek says:
::continues to fire::

SO_Triton says:
::tops speed to Learsi meeting place::

MO_Linard says:
Cole: he has three ribs broken but I see no damage to the lungs

SO_Triton says:
CSO: Sir, I need coordinates.

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  Good.... repair the fractures and then double check his heart and kidneys.

Host XOmathews says:
CSO: What could've happened to Sesom?

CE_Susman says:
*Cole*: I didn't turn off sickbay!

MO_Linard says:
::nods: Cole: Yes Doctor

CNS_Kent says:
XO: can we risk dropping shields?

EO_Hebert says:
:: turns to shield monitoring system and sees minor damage to the port shield grid ::

CMO_Cole says:
*CE*  Just make sure we don't get turned off.

Host XOmathews says:
CNS: Why?

CTOValrek says:
XO: The ships are not following us into the atmosphere

CE_Susman says:
*Cole*: That's Operations Manager work. Not mine

Host Native (Phaser (3 bursts).wav)
CSO_Gol says:
XO: Unsure, perhaps he is in a shielded area.

CTOValrek says:
::continues laying defensive fire ::

Host XOmathews says:
CSO: Can you locate any shielded areas?

EO_Hebert says:
:: repairs minor glitch in port shields ::

MO_Linard says:
Cole: Ok I've set the ribs......heart and kidneys are ok.....

EO_Hebert says:
:: grid ::

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  Good, now check again... any further bleeding? Blood vessels punctured?

CSO_Gol says:
XO: No sir.

SO_Triton says:
::set Hayden to hover over last known coordinates of Sesom::

Host Native says:
Action: ground fire makes it unsafe for Hayden to stay

CE_Susman (blue_alert.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
CSO: Underground perhaps?

Host Native (Pulse Phasers.wav)

SO_Triton says:
XO: sir we are over Sesom’s last known coordinates

Host Native (Pulse Phasers.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
SO: Take us back into orbit

CE_Susman says:
Darn.... Engineering Staff: Prepare to land! All take position to land!

SO_Triton says:
XO: coming under fire from ground batteries

CSO_Gol says:
XO: that is another possibility.  Sir, he could have even beamed aboard one of those ships.

EO_Hebert ::hears alarm :: (Blue Alert.wav)
Host Native says:
Action as they reenter orbit the ships resume the attack

CTOValrek says:
::resumes firing at the ships::

SO_Triton says:
::plots course out of atmosphere and engages evasive maneuvers again::

MO_Linard says:
Cole: I've closed most of the internal wounds......

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: Fire quantum torpedoes

Host Native (Pulse Phasers.wav)

CTOValrek says:
XO: Aye

Host XOmathews  (Torpedos.wav)

CTOValrek says:
::targets ships and fires torpedoes::

CMO_Cole says:
Linard: Good just finish up and the close him.

TAC_Derek  (Torpedo.wav)

EO_Hebert says:
:: detects minor problem in EPS grid near Sick-bay ::

CTOValrek says:
XO: Shields are at 75%

CE_Susman (shields75%.wav)

Host Native says:
Action one ship is damaged and breaks off

SO_Triton says:
XO: I can't outmaneuver them sir they much quicker the we are...

CE_Susman says:
darn... :: adjust shield freq ::

Host Native says:
Action other two still attack

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Sir, we have damaged one of the ships, they are breaking off.

CTOValrek says:
::thinks that we are taking another beating again::
MO_Linard says:
Cole: already on it Doctor..:::seals chest with dermal regenerator::

Host Native (All Weapons FIRE.wav)

CE_Susman says:
:: activates Aux power to Hot standby ::

Host Native (All Weapons FIRE.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: Fire all weapons

Host Native (Hit !.wav)

TAC_Derek  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTOValrek says:
XO: Aye

EO_Hebert says:
Susman:  I am on my way to fix problem with EPS grid near sick-bay...
:: Heads to TL ::

CTOValrek says:
::fires all weapons::

Host Native says:
Action Hayden takes a hit

CMO_Cole says:
:: watches monitors:: Linard:  Stand by to disengage life support... Give him 20cc Adrenalin.

SO_Triton says:
::engages new attack pattern::

CTOValrek says:
XO: We are taking on too much damage

EO_Hebert says:
:: hits the bulkhead pretty hard::
::gets up with minor bleeding on the arm ::

Host Native (All Weapons FIRE.wav)

MO_Linard says:
::injects hypospray of Adrenalin::

CTOValrek says:
XO: Shields at 25%

CE_Susman says:
*Bridge*: Life support at 50%.!!!!1

Host XOmathews says:
CSO: Where is the closest nebula?

Host Native says:
Action ground fire continues

SO_Triton says:
::grabs helm to keep from being thrown clear::

TAC_Derek says:
::Eyes flip open::

CMO_Cole says:
::disengages life support and watches monitors for signs of Derek's body taking over functions::

Host Native (Pulse Phasers.wav)

Host Native (All Weapons FIRE.wav)

SO_Triton says:
::moves Hayden further away from planet to avoid ground fire::

Host Native (Alien Plasma Torpedo.wav)

EO_Hebert says:
Gregg:  There is a minor problem with the EPS conduit near sick-bay... could you please reroute around that circuit?

CE_Susman says:
:: takes Aux power online :: Hebert: The IPS is going down. Take care of that

CMO_Cole says:
All:  Heart Beat...... check....... breathing.... check.... brain activity.... normal.... Linard: Good job doctor.

CE_Susman (emergency_power.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
SO: Warp 1, anywhere

MO_Linard says:
::nods:: Cole: thank you...

EO_Hebert says:
Susman  Aye....

CNS_Kent says:
::watches helplessly::

Ops_Gregg says:
*EO* will do ::reroutes power from the conduit::

EO_Hebert says:
:: heads to the IPS control and looks for flow problem ::

CTOValrek says:
::puts all available power to the shields::

TAC_Derek says:
::Feels like to much energy is pulsing through him::

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  He should be up soon..... he should stay here for a while.... then rest in his quarters for a few hours at least.

SO_Triton says:
XO; aye sir :engages warp 1 for outermost planet in the system::

Host Native says:
Action: ships do NOT pursue

MO_Linard says:
::monitors Derek's vital signs:: Cole: I'll tell him when he wakes

CE_Susman says:
*Bridge*: What the hell is happening there?

CSO_Gol says:
XO: The ships are not pursuing us.

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  Very good Doctor....

CTOValrek says:
::checks tactical systems::

EO_Hebert says:
:: Runs tricorder over the IPS looking for malfunctions ::

TAC_Derek says:
::Eyes flip open but shut slowly and mutters to much to much::

SO_Triton says:
::puts Hayden in an orbit designed to obscure enemy sensors::

Host Native says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>.


